This paper we propose a continuous review inventory system for perishable inventory with lost sales. We consider a single demand types and a single unit for placing and depleting the demand. The demand, lead time and life time is random variables according to an exponentially distributed. We develop the inventory system as a Markov process with impatient customer. We formulate the model as a M/M/∞ queuing model given a (r, S) and (r, K) policies. The state of system is a number of on-hand inventories and obtains the limited steady state probability at state n. The limited steady state probability approach is based on a basic rule of the rate of transition out equal to the rate of transition into the state. Numerical results indicate that the model provides no difference of the limited steady state probability comparing to the results of the augmented generator matrix. Furthermore, the results show that the (r, S) policy provides more efficiency than the (r, K) policy as (K > r) on the probability of lost sale (P0) whereas the (r, S) policy provides a larger on-hand inventory than the (r, K) policy as (K > r).
Introduction
Considering the inventory problem as items can be outdated. The behavior of product is called that perishable inventory problem. It is very difficult for management resulting from the model considering the random variable of outdated into the model. Many products in real word have behavior like perishable inventory i.e. food products, blood inventory and tool supporting in production line so on. Then, it challenge for researchers to determine the optimal policy. The problem is very complicated when arrivals of demand, lifetime of items and lead time are random variables. Mathematical model have used to formulate the system by defining the state system with continuous review and lost sale. Over the last decade researches involving with the complex perishable inventory with a Markovian process, the authors formulated a mathematical model. Previous authors explain the inventory system associated with queuing networks. This system interesting, this paper we consider the queuing models with perishable inventory problem. We analyze inventory system as M/M/∞ queuing model. The state definition is the number of on-hand inventory. When customer arrives to system and no zero on-hand inventories, then one item will deplete the demand immediately and customer will leave from system by decreasing one item in on-hand inventory. Furthermore, if customer arrives as zero on-hand inventories, we will lose sale and customer will leave from system by stock still being zero. The paper we organize as following Section 2 presents the literature review. Section 3 introduces the problem description and assumptions. In section 4, we present model formulation of (r, S) and (r, K) policy. Section 5, we investigate the accurate of our limited steady-state probability by comparing to the generating matrix based on random data. Section 6 we presents the conclusion.
Literature Review
The review papers, we focus to continuous review model. Our paper analyzes a queuing model in perishable inventory considering lifetime as impatience customers. The previous paper related to our works was presented by Weiss [1] . He assumed demand followed a Poisson process. He considers a zero lead time of orders. He considered both the lost sales and backlogging cases to determine the optimal the ordering policy. Graves [2] developed two models for the inventory system with continuous production and perishable items with lost sales. The demand was generated as a compound Poisson process. The items must be outdated after m time units. They introduced an M/M/1 queue with reneging customers. Kaspi and Perry [3] considered the inventory system for perishable inventory assuming the arrival of items into the system being a renewal process. The time between arrivals was a random variables and demand followed a Poisson process. They proposed a queuing model with impatient customers with lifetime equal to 1. Kaspi and Perry [4] presented continuous review of perishable inventory using a renewal input and Poisson output. They analyzed an M/G/1 queuing system with impatient customers with lifetime equal to 1 with two conditions; first, a demand may be for several units, and the second unsatisfied demand will wait for items to enter the system. Schmidt and Nahmias [5] considered the (S-1, S) policy for perishable inventory. They assumed that demand followed a Poisson process and included positive lead time. The excess demand was assumed to be lost. Ravichandran [6] considered a continuous review perishable inventory model with lead time and lost sales and analyzed the stochastic behavior of the system as queuing model. They obtained the stationary distribution of the inventory level to form the total expected cost per unit time.
This paper, the perishable inventory problem is examined under stochastic model with a single type of demand. Our model differs from N. Revichandran [6] that we consider two policies: reorder point-order up to level (r, S) policy and reorder point -order quantities (r, K) policy. We develop the queuing model to solve this problem by defining state space in which the number of on-hand inventory is state system. The inter-arrival time of customers, lead time and lifetime are exponential distribution. The objective is to present the limited steady state probability of on-hand inventory.
Problem Description
Considering an inventory system with continuous review for which items can be outdated following the exponential distribution (μ). Customers arrive one by one. They require only one item. We purpose inter-arrival time of customers also being exponential distribution (λ) with unlimited waiting queue. When we deplete the demand, the on-hand inventory will be decreased one item. If customers arrive while the state of system is a zero item in stock, demand will be rejected and considering as lost sale. We analyze system in two specific policies for replenishment. The two policies are different for determining the decision point of replenishment order. The first policy is reorder point-order up to level (r, S) policy. Another is reorder point-order quantities (r, K) policy. When we place order, the items arrive to stock following an exponential distribution of lead time (ν). The replenished quantities depend on the policies. We analyze this system as the M/M/∞ queuing model to determine a steady state probability of system.
Assumptions
A comprehensive literature of perishable inventory proposed a rate of demand following a stationary Poisson process with rate (λ) seeing in Weiss [1] , Schmidt and Nahmias [5] , Kalpakam and Arivarignan [7] , Pal [8] , Liu [9] , Ravichandran [10] , Kalpakam and Sapna [11] . Lian et al. [12] , Olsson and Tydesjö [13] , Olsson [14] , Kouki el al. [15] , Kouki and Jouini [16] and Kouki et al. [17] analyzed the perishable inventory model with Markovian demands. They proposed the real world data to verify the perishable model by using simulation. This paper suggests that the assumption of the Markovian demand related to practice using in realistic situation. The optimal model of inventory in which analyzed with Markovian demand is more difficult. In most previous papers considered demand as following the Markovian demand. Our work assumed the Markovian demand based on the distribution in most cases. The initial paper related to perishable inventory analyzed the model in which the lead time had general distribution seeing in Kruse et al [18] . Schmidt and Nahmias [5] and Chiu [19] considered a fixed lead time. Kalpakam and Sapna [11] , Ravichandran [6] assumed the lead time was non-Markovian process. Pal [8] , Kalpakam and Shanthi [20] and Kalpakam and Shanthi [21] introduced the exponential lead time. In the most presents paper assumed a constant lead time seeing in Kouki and Jouini [16] . Kouki et al. [17] assumed a zero lead time. However, in realistic random lead times are significant for deciding the inventory policy. We must focus carefully the lead time distribution. We assume the random lead time to follow the exponential distribution. The perishable inventories are the product items that can be limited period lifetime with zero utility value. The previous studies assumed the rate of outdate items (lifetime) were exponential distribution (μ) by introduced in Dave and Pandya [22] , Nahmias and Wang [23] , Kalpakam and Arivarignan [7] , Shiue [24] and Kalpakam and Sapna [11] . Similar to the works of Liu and Yang [25] , Kalpakam and Shanthi [20] , Kalpakam and Shanthi [21] , Liu and Yang [25] , Liu and Shi [26] , Lian et al. [12] , and Kouki et al. [17] considered discarded items following and exponential distribution. Kouki and Jouini [16] analyzed a model following an Erlang lifetime distribution. The problems based on assuming random lifetime as a Markovian process are extremely difficult but may be unrealistic situations in the real world for some products. Liu and Shi [26] mentioned that in deterioration or spoilage products could adapt the exponential lifetime assumptions. However, this assumption provides the researchers for an introduction to formulate some more complex problems following the data distribution of real world situation and in most problems of perishable inventory were assumed to follow the exponential distribution. In this paper, we assume the characteristic of the system as following.
 The rate of arrival is stochastically process with
Poisson process with rate λ  The rate of outdated items is stochastically process with exponential distribution (μ)  The rate of lead times is stochastically process with exponential distribution (ν)  Considering lost sales when customers arrive as zero inventories in stock.
Notations
N indexing the state of system presenting the number of on-hand inventory r reorder point, we will place order when stock is lower than r S order up to level, the replenishment will order at quantity of items that make stock up to level S K order quantities, we will place order at K units. Pn the limited steady state probability at state n λ the rate of inter-arrival time. μ the rate of outdated item. ν the rate of lead time
State Definition
State space: E -{n: the number of on-hand inventory} (r, S) policy n ϵ {0,1,…, r,…, S} (r, K) policy: K > r, n ϵ {0,1,…, r, r+1, …K, …., r+K}
Model Formulation
Infinite server queue with perishable inventory and lost sale is formulated in this Section.
(r, S) Policy
In this Section we consider the queuing model as a continuous review with lost sate. We purpose a specific (r, S) policy: reorder point -order up to level. At the time that we review stock and number of on-hand inventory is lower than the reorder point (r), we will place order in quantities that make stock up to level S units. The state diagram presents in Figure 1 . For the M/M/∞ queuing model with perishable inventory according to discussion above, we can formulate the balance equations. The formulation is obtained by using a basic rule of the rate of transition out equal to the rate of transition into the state. 
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Proof: We solved these equations above by determining Pn for all n into term of P0. Let P is a stationary measure which satisfies the balance equations for each rang of n. 
For verifying the stationary limited probability of state, we compare the solution with the solution that solved by the generating matrix method. We will present in Section 5 by numeric examples.
(r, K) Policy
We analyze the queuing model in case of continuous review for the perishable inventory system with lost sate. We propose the specific (r, K) policy: reorder pointorder quantities. At the time that we review stock and onhand inventory level is lower than the reorder point (r), we will place order in quantities K units. This policy is very difficult to solve because the model can generate the several types to set r and K that each type provides the different of the state diagram. In this section we present the stationary limited probability of (r, K) policy that we classify to 2 types Kr  and Kr  . In case of Kr  the stationary has been approved by similar method of (r, S) but Kr  we present only the state diagram and the balance equations. as Kr  , the steady state probability can be computed by using the flow balance equations. The Pn obtains a basic rule of the rate of transition out equal to the rate of transition into the state. The equations are below.
We initially determine P1 in term of P0. We rewrite the equations of each Pn in equation (10) - (13) in term of P0. Consequently, all of Pn in equation (11) - (13) are solved in terms of P0. We obtain the solution for each rang of Pn in term of P0.
21 nr . Let we determine the stationary P0. We investigate the steady state of limited probability. We compare our results of steady state probability with results of generator matrix using the numerical examples. The rate matrix changes in each transition state of the generator matrix. We solve the problem using the question (9) -(17) above to determine the steady state probability for the CTMC. Therefore, when we fixed (r, K) value we can determine the steady state of CTMC probability for all n. The results of the steady state of CTMC probability will compare to the results of the generator matrix. Results propose in Section 5. 
Kr  Case
The state diagram of (r, K) policy is considered in case of Kr  as following Figure 3 . The balance equations obtain the steady state probability.
The Discussion in Other Types of Distributions
The discussion of perishable inventory has been analyzed the lifetime as following the other distributions. Because of the behavior of some perishable inventory could been expired in a high variability depending on conditions such as temperature and humidity. Currently work of the perishable inventory management, Kouki and Jouini [16] presented on the effect of lifetime on the system cost in discussion to follow the Erlang distribution, and more extreme cases to follow the exponential and deterministic lifetime distributions. This paper differed from our work in some assumptions such as periodic review (T, r, Q) policy and a constant lead time. The results of this paper showed the total cost following deterministic lifetimes was always lower than following exponential lifetimes. consider in general case of the Erlang distribution of lifetimes, the model conducted a simulation study that presented the influence of the lifetime with nonMarkovian process. This formulation was not a mathematical formulation in which could develop into the optimal formulation of operation management of perishable inventory policy. Our work formulates the CTMC of the perishable inventory to determine the steady state probability. In the future work, we could formulate the optimal model of the operation management of the perishable inventory policy imbedded model with the steady state probability values. Therefore, the steady state probability of the perishable inventory model provides more benefits to the research and could adapt to practice case in realistic situations.
Numerical Example
The numerical examples are presents in order to verify the results of mathematical formulation. We compare the results of the mathematical formulation with the results of the basic generator matrix for CTMC problems.
(r, S) Policy
The parameters have been set where S=5, r=2. Suppose that the rates of 4, 2 1 and
 are random variables following the exponential distribution. We implement the balance equations and the rate matrix (R) by using equations (1) - (4).
When we analyze the augmented generator matrix (Ga), we obtain the set of equations for steady state probability. We determine the results of steady state Pn by using mathematical model equation (8) . 0.0705 
The solutions of two methods provide the same answers. The results imply that we approve the correct formulation of general limited probability for all n. following the exponential distribution. We obtain the rate matrix using the equations (9) Furthermore, the general limited probabilities are determined using the equations (14)- (18) . We implement the results of our mathematical formulation by comparing to the results of the generator matrix given the numerical examples. Where show that our mathematical formulation approves the correct formulation of the general limited probability for all n. probability.
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Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the queuing model to apply in the perishable inventory with lost sale. We assume the information of system is the Markovian process. The inter-arrival, lifetime and lead time are random variables following the exponential distribution. We show the limited probability in case (r, S) policy and (r, K) policy as (K > r) for all n. The numeric examples are used to verify that the limited probability is correct formulation for all n. In addition, in case (r, K) policy as () Kr  is very difficult to determine the limited probability. Therefore, we present only the state diagram and balance equations. We investigate the correct formulation of our mathematical formulations by comparing the results to the result of the generator matrix. The numerical results show that the probability of lost sale (P0) of (r, S) policy is less than (r, K) policy as (K > r). Furthermore, the results show that the probability of number of on-hand inventory in stock of (r, S) policy is larger than (r, K) policy as (K>r). In the future work, the comparison of the two policies will be considered the total cost that consists of holding cost, lost sale cost and outdated cost to determine the optimal policy based on real-world data.
